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Protest features Shantytown
feel, 'Oh, I'm a Republican, so I can't
By Amy Stephenson
Friday's pouring rain didn't stop
UPS Divest from holding its divestment rally in Jones Circle. Nearly 100
students, staff, and faculty members
came out to chant, speak, and build a
shantytown to protest the university's
investment in companies with
business in South Africa.
While Steve Bovingdon, Adriana
Craciun, Dan Holsenback, Ken
Riley, and other members of UPS
Divest and Amnesty International
spoke or shouted into the
megaphone, students and staff constructed shanties from wood scraps,
pizza boxes, plastic bags, and packing crates.
Chants ranged from ones as simple
as "UPS DIVEST" and "WE WANT
OUT!" to ones as complex as "Slow
change, no change! Stop apartheid
now!" and "Hey, hey, ho, ho, there's
blood on our portfolio!"
After the rally, many of the protestors went to the President's House
"to visit the Friday Society" and show
President Phibbs that students are

be concerned about South Africa.' It's
a broad issue. When AT & T divests,
that's a statement. Face it, the Board
of Trustees of AT & T votes
Republican."
The protestors are eager for the
UPS trustees to take action.
"Seattle University had informational rallies, student support, and a
petition, and the university divested,"
said Fahey. "We've done the exact
same thing—what more do we have to
do?"
Tuesday the Trustee Ad Hoc Committee on Investment with Special
Concerns met at the South
Center Country Club in Bellevue.
Steve Bovingdon and Senate Chairman Ted Buck are student representatives to that committee.
Fahey mentioned that during
Parents' Weekend several alumni
were supportive. One man provided
plastic for the shanties.
"It doesn't matter what age you
are, you can still get involved. It's not
just the university, it's the university
community," Fahey said. "It's a
human issue."

Brian Meyers

Members of UPS Divest built shanties of card board, posters, plastic, and
wood scraps on Friday. The shanties will remain standing indefinitely. Protestors have been sleeping in the shanties each night since triday'3

concerned about the issue of apartheid.
The shantytown will remain standing until tomorrow.
"We may keep it up through the
weekend if the weather's nice," said
Tara Fahey. "The cardboard has a
tendency to get wet and kind of melt.
It's been raining all the time."
Students have been manning the
shantytown 24 hours a day since the
rally. The first night seven people
slept there, and the numbers have
been about the same each night.
"The first night three guys came by
in ski masks at about 4 am and yelled
nasty things," said Fahey. "It scared
people more than it did anything else.
At 4 am, people are pretty well
asleep, not just getting to sleep. But
one girl asked them to please go
away.
"just being in the shanties," she added, "it's really depressing to be in
there because there are people who
live their whole lives in these and

have no way of getting out...we can
just go home, warm up, change
clothes. People can't do that in South
Africa."
Members of UPS Divest feel the
shanty protest has gone well so far.
"I think it's gotten a lot more people talking about South Africa in
general," said Steve Schwartz. "I
don't see it as a conservative issue or
a Democrat's issue; you don't have to

sloop
APARTHEID

up.
Di VE57
Buttons supporting divestment were
distributed at Friday's rally.

We goofed
Last week's story about the oncampus residence lotteries said that
"153 students applied for the 84
spaces available in university-owned
houses."
The paragraph should have said:
'153 students applied for the 84
spaces available in residence halls. In
the university residence lottery, 402
people applied for the 296 available
spaces. While there is some duplication between the two lists, approximately 100 students are without fall
accomodations."
The Trail regrets any inconvenience this may have caused.

ci!
YUAA!
See Center Spread

7 women victims
of UPS flasher
By Michael Amend
A total of seven female UPS
students were the victims of a flasher
near or on the UPS campus last night,
according to Bruce Sadler, director of
UPS Department of Security. The
three separate incidents were apparently committed by the same man.
The first incident occurred at 8:17
pm at N. 17th and Washington near
the Piggly Wiggly. Two female
students were flashed. After returning
to campus, they reported the incident
to Security, who then called the
Tacoma Police Department.
In the commuter parking lot at N.
18th and Lawrence, the second incident occurred at 9:53 pm yesterday.
Again, two female students were
flashed by a man fitting the same
description from the first incident.
Again Security called TPD.
In the third incident, three female
students were flashed by apparently
the smae man in the parking lot bet-

ween the SAE and Alpha Phi houses
at 10:36 pm.
This time the TPD responded with
"at least four cars and a canine unit,"
reported Sadler. They made a "broad
search" within a two-mile radius of
the campus, but no suspect was apprehended.
But, said Sadler, because of the
three separate incidents the police
have a "good description" of the
suspect.
The description also fits that of a
flasher in an exposure incident Monday at 11 pm on N. 15th.
"There was no attempt [by the
suspect] to make physical contact
with the students," said Sadler.
He said Security is putting more
people on call to meet the expected
demand for escorts.
"We are encouraging everybody to
use an escort," said Sadler.
He also asks students to report any
suspicious persons on or near campus
and to make sure they lock their
doors.

Get a grip

Senate!
See pages 3 and 13
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Senate liaisons
doing their jobs
By Lisa Hurley

Lisa Hurley spent the past few
weeks surveying liaison groups to
determine each senate liaison's effectiveness. The following article shows
the results of her research, including
suggestions from the various groups
for improvement of the liaison system.
In the past few months the Senate
liaison system has been under intense
public scrutiny. A number of
critit isms of the system have been
voic ed when many individual
senators were not fulfilling their
liaison responsibilities.
Independents in residence halls
were written off as "apathetic" while
senators shirked their duties. Independents, on the whole, had very
little knowledge of the happenings of
ASUPS, and, in effect, were not being
represented.
Proposals were presented to deal
with this lack of independent
representation, such as the Student
Forum.
However, the success of our current senators proves that the liaison
system can work, and that independents as well as Greeks can be
informed and represented. In the
words of Director of Public Relations
Gillian Gawne, "Why remove a structure if it's working?"
She said that it's important to be
realistic in our determination of a full
working system. The purpose is not to
maintain a "100 percent response,"
but to provide the students with
equal opportunities: to be informed,
to be involved, to voice their input
and concerns — to be represented.
"We cannot consider ourselves a
failed system if...they don't choose to
be involved," said Gawne. "The basis
of any system...is simply a good

senator, one who's willing to put in
the time."
Each of the living groups has been
contacted during the past few weeks
to discover whether or not the
senators were, in fact, "putting in the
time." Liaisons to residence halls
received excellent reports, a complete turn-around from last semester.
The uniform sequence from the
halls was that meetings are being held
regularly, with attendance ranging
from five to thirty people. The
meetings usually last from twenty
minutes to forty-five minutes, with
the senators giving very thorough information, as well as receiving input
from their liaison groups. The new
liaison boards are being utilized effectively, and new information is
posted regularly.
The greek houses have also given
good reports of their liaisons. The
senators conduct liaison meetings
during the houses' chapter meetings.
Attendance is, consequently, very
good.
However, a major difference with
liaisons to greek houses is that their
meetings usually last only five to ten
minutes, and the information may not
be as thorough as it should be.
Greeks are happy with their
liaisons—they are consistent in attending chapter meetings and in posting
information, and develop a good rapport with the house.
One exception to the living groups
which are enjoying good liaison service is Phi Delta Theta. No new information has been put up since the
beginning of the semester, and there
have been no liaison meetings. The
liaison to the Phi Delts is Ray Conner.
This situation illustrates one of the
critical drawbacks of the system as it
now stands in the By-Laws. No corrective measures exist at the present
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WORLD
WATCH
Compiled by Michael Arnold

Officials fear that a second reactor has melted down at the Chernobyl
Nuclear Plant in the Ukraine region of the Soviet Union. Soviet officials
claim only 2 deaths, but Western officals fear the death toll my be as high
as 2,000 in what is being called the world's worst nuclear disaster. Meanwhile, the graphite reactor core of at least one of the reactors continues to
burn and spew radioactive materials into the atmosphere. European sources
indicate that the cloud has spread low-level radiation over much of Northern and Central Europe, but experts stress that health hazards should be
limited to within 30 miles of the plant.

In Los Angeles, more than a million priceless literary works and photographs
were destroyed by a fire at the city's main library. The fire caused injury to 46
firefighters and damaged nearly all of the two million collections in the
library. A 1685 Shakespeare folio, which was locked in a vault, remained untouched by the fire and the tons of water used to douse the blaze.
Vancouver, B.C., is buzzing with activity in preparation for tomorrow's
opening of Expo'86. Organizers say that the fair is beyond their greatest expectations, with a projected visitor total of 17 million. Prince Charles and
Lady Diana are the featured guests for the opening ceremonies Expo officials suggest that visitors schedule at least three days to assimilate all that
the fair has to offer
time There are no repercussions to a
senator who is not fulfilling his
responsibilities.
According to Gawne, there is a
"spoken agreement between the
President, Vice President, Chair of
Senate, Director of Public Relations,
and Liaison Director that any problems will be taken care of by the executives and/or the Chair of Senate."
Gawne stated that "a lot of recent
unclearness is the fact that part of the
position of the Liaison director has
been put under the Director of Public
Relations."
It hasn't been made perfectly clear
who, if anyone, is reponsible for

checking the progress of each
senator.
And even if their progress is checked, there doesn't seem to be any
penalty to a senator who neglects his
liaison group.
"I think you need both positive and
negative incentives," said Gawne,
"but we don't have any."
Overall, the system appears to be
working very well, which may be a
reason that extreme cases of neglect
are being ignored. According to
Gawne, a question that needs to be

See LIAISONS page 4

Students say yes
By Michael Amend

Compiled by Heather Wyse
LADIES, STRUT YOUR STUFF
If you are a woman artist you may be interested in entering your work in
the 1986 "Women in Art" competition. Entry for the EIGHTH ANNUAL
YWCA ''Women in Art" exhibit and sale is scheduled for Sunday. May 4th
from 12 noon to 5 p.m. or Monday, May 5th from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm at the
YWCA, 405. Broadway, Tacoma. Entry fee is $10.00 for up to two entries.
"Women in Art" 1986 will show from May 9th through May 25th at the
YWCA. For further information call the YWCA at 272-4181.
HOLD THAT TENT
Are you shelterless for the summer? Check Residential Life first, before
pitching a tent in the quad. Off-campus university houses are now available
for rental. More information stop by or call A-frame 'F.'
YOU CAN'T LEAVE BEHIND THE MEMORIES
Any student who will not be returning to Puget Sound next year and
would like to receive a Tamana was Yearbook, please leave your name and
address at the Tamanawas Office no later than May 10, 1986. These books
will be mailed in September. Seniors who had their picture taken for the
book should disregard this message. If you have any questions, please call
the Tamanawas Office at x3280 or leave a message at the office, SUB Room
4.

A majority of UPS students are in
favor of the university divesting its
holdings in companies doing business
in South Africa, according to a poll
conducted by the Trail this week.
Sixty-five percent of those
surveyed favored divestment of UPS
stocks, 14 percent did not, and 16 percent had no opinion.
Morality was the reason most often
given for divestment (55 percent of all
those surveyed), while the negative
impact of divestment on blacks in
South Africa was the reason most
often cited for not divesting the
university's stocks (19 percent of total
surveyed).
Seven percent said the riskiness of
investments in South Africa due to
the political climate there was the
reason they favored divestment,
while seven percent also said the
university should not divest because
such a decision would be political or
moral, and not due to financial concerns alone.
Fifty-nine percent of the students
supported and agreed with the efforts
of UPS divest and the Shantytown they

have erected in protest to the university's investments in companies doing
business in South Africa.
Thirty-six percent did not support
UPS Divest, and five percent had no
opinion.
An overwhelming majority of
students (75 percent of those
surveyed) did not think the rally held
last Friday or the Shantytown in Jones
Circle would have any affect on the
Trustees' opinions and decisions concerning divestment. Eighteen percent
thought they would have an impact
on the Trustees, while seven percent
had no opinion.
The survey was a random sample of
82 UPS students, and was conducted
on Tuesday.
The following are what some of
those surveyed thought:
"I hope they keep up the Shantytown because that's where I might
be living next year if I don't find housing." Maiko Winkler.
"I think divestment is too little too
late." Jim Mackenzie.
"If it [the Shantytown ) the rally]
doesn't [have an effect on the
Trustees], there is something seriously
wrong with the Board of Trustees."
Lisa Davenport.
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Miller's stillwaiting
By Tom Koontz
Mark Miller will be next year's
KUPS General Manager. He has been
waiting, and waiting. Miller needs
money to operate the 100-watt station, money ASUPS is responsible for
allocating. So far, though, his budget
has been tabled twice, revised, and
debated at length. Miller has sat
through over five hours of Senate
meetings, and he is still waiting.
Tuesday, the Senate spent considerable time debating whether or
not Miller may be paid for holding
two positions — general manager and
music director.
"People should be paid for what
they do," said Senator Allison Dobbins. "If they give the effort and work
that is required for both positions,
why not pay them for it?"
Senator Vicki Sands, however, was
concerned that someone with two
positions would be too busy: "We
need to protect people from working
too hard," she said.
"I don't need to be protected from
myself," responded Miller. "I've done
this job [music director] before, and
I'm sure of the time involved."
Some argued the point that allowing people to get paid for more than
one position would decrease opportunities for others to be involved.
"We've got to keep in mind," said
Senator Paul Lower,"that the main
purpose of people working in media
is for education. We should think of
all media positions as like
internships...we haven't allowed this
in the past, and the status quo is a

good way to decide."
The dual-position debate occurred
during consideration of the media
spending guidelines document. The
amendment to prohibit any one person from collecting pay for two positions was called. to a vote, and failed
5-7. The entire document, however,
did pass. The KUPS budget was tabled at 8 pm, when Senate's two-hour
McCormick Room reservation was
up.
So, Miller will wait until the next
formal Senate meeting (according to
the ASUPS Financial Code, he must
be present when his budget is voted
on).
Citing the need to get the budgets
taken care of, ASUPS Vice President
Mimi Dega pressed for the reconvention of Senate after leaving the McCormick Room.
"I move that we reconvene in the
ASB office. No, I move that we
reconvene in A/L lounge," she said
hurriedly, as senators were preparing
to leave.
Chair Ted Buck called the motion
to a vote, adding, "I will be very
disappointed if you vote yes." The
result was 6-5 against reconvening.
"This is ridiculous," exclaimed
Senator Ken Miller after the meeting,
"We're elected to serve the students.
We have important business to
finish."
In other Senate business, recognition of UPS Divest provided a hot
topic.
Dega entertained a motion to
recognize this group as an official
ASUPS club, but she specifically did
not make the motion herself, Senator

OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.

Lisa North then so moved.
"Recognition by ASUPS would give
us more legitimacy," said UPS Divest
member Adriana Craciun. "We could
use ASUPS funds to better communicate and educate the community.
"By recognizing this club we are
taking the stand that we're in favor of
divestment, yet I'm sure the whole
campus isn't in favor of it," warned
Lower.
"I don't think recognition means

we endorse them," countered Miller,
"but 635 students signed a petition in
favor of divestment. We need to be
responsible to these students, to give
them an outlet for their views."
Miller voted in favor of recognition, even though earlier (during his
campaign) he had said he was personally against divestment.
The vote to recognize UPS Divest
was 8-1 in favor, with Lower voting
nay. Dega, Sands, and Buck abstained, as did Senator Rick Lund

Crazy Daze come
By Suzie Hall
CrazY Daze is almost here! Spring
Weekend 1986, tomorrow and Saturday, holds many exciting and funfilled events.
There will be 13 teams competing
in the weekend-long competition, and
20 acts will be performing at Lip
Sync!
Friday's events begin with
volleyball competition in Warner
Gym from 3:30 - 6:30 pm.
The Lip Sync begins at 7 pm in the
Fieldhouse, with KUBE's Gary Mason
as guest emcee. Winners will receive
albums from KUBE.
Immediately following Lip Sync, at
approximately 9 pm, the outdoor
(hopefully!) film will be shown in A/L
Quad! ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
SHOW! Be sure to bring your rice,
toast, and other paraphernalia.
On Saturday, the chariot parade
and races begin at noon in Jones Circle. The game competition follows
immediately on Todd Field and consists of 14 events, from the VW cram
to the traditional tug of war. After all

the events, points will be totalled and
the winning team will receive the inaugural Spring Weekend trophy that
will sit in the ASUPS trophy case.
In addition, a spirit trophy will be

awarded to the team that has the
most members wearing t-shirts and
displays the most enthusiasm and
sportsmanship.
Battle of the Bands begins at 7:30
pm in the Fieldhouse, featuring three
campus bands (in order of appearance): Sensitive Guise, The Currents, and Blue Yet Not Blue.
Judges will determine the winner of
the Battle according to categories of
criteria, and the members of the winning band will receive individual
trophies. To top the evening off,
PAUL REVERE AND THE RAIDERS
will perform at 10 pm.
The show is free to UPS students,
faculty, and staff, and one guest
each; however guests must have a
guest pass to enter. They are
available at the Info Booth.
Mandatory meetings tonight are:
Manager's meeting, 7 pm, McIntyre
217; Lip Sync meeting, 9 pm, Mc217.

BREAK-UP THE WEEK
WITH COMEDY
Wednesday is LIVE COMEDY NIGHT
at the Quality Inn Tacoma Dome

Now featuring the BEST from The Bay and L.A.

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates
and undergraduates. No interest payments
until after graduation. Up to ten years to pay
back at just 8% annual percentage rate!
Payments as low as $50 per month.
Ask your school's financial aid office for
an application and details. Or call the friend
of the family at (206) 464-4767. We're out to
make your education more affordable.

Rick Reynolds
Wednesday, May 7.
Every Wednesday. were bringing the tunniest comedians in
America to Tacoma. Non-stop laughs from 8:00 pm
$4 cover charge— 2 drink minimum

*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

Washington Mutual
The friend of the family

4. Qua1ity Inn,
' Tacoma
Dome
Street. FormerlyTacoma Dome Hotel
2b1 I

Washi ton Mutual

East "E"

Located on the Northeast side of the Tacoma Dome
572-7272

Liaisons
Continued from page 2
asked is whether or not the system
itself is strong enough to withstand
both good and bad senators.
Other areas in which the system is
lacking are currently being examined
by an Ad Hoc "Senate Evaluation
Committee," a Senate project of Rick
Lund, of which he is the chairman
The committee is considering many
problem areas of the current system
Some of these are: the lack of exposure of freshmen to ASUPS, the
lack of representation of off-campus
students, and the ambiguity of the ByLaws.
Under the present By-Laws, all that
is required of senators (as liaisons) is
to meet with their living groups at
least twice a month, post weekly
liaison reports, and establish "contacts" in the living groups.

Senators are posting a vast spectrum of information, from all components of ASUPS, as well as other
sources. Many are giving very
thorough reports.
Liaison boards have been
distributed and are being effectively
utilized. Liaison reports are being
copied in a different color each week,
so it becomes very apparent whether
or not a new one has been posted.
Also, liaison reports are being
distributed to Jones Hall and on the
tables in the SUB to reach off-campus
students.
Evaluation forms have been
printed and made available to contacts, allowing students to voice their
opinions about any facet of ASUPS,
including their liaison.
These things need to be institutionalized in order for the system to
remain successful.

Crimes on ca mpu s :

Save Pell Grants
By Sarah Blain
"You can make a difference," said
Vicki Sands in regards to the GrammRudman Bill. Currently, this bill has
cut funds available for the Pell Grant.
In a letter to UPS students, Sands
said,"I am asking your help in ensuring that our financial aid will not be
cut due to the effects of the GrammRudman Bill. Congress is currently
considering the Pell Grant Supplemental Act, which would restore
Pell Grant Funds cut by GrammRudman."
Sands has asked all students to
write a letter of concern to both Congressman Rod Chandler and Congressman Don Bonker in support of
the Pell Grant. It has recently passed
the Senate and must now pass the
House of Representatives.
Students affected by this bill may

not be able to continue their education based on the cut-backs in
available funds
Over 340,000 students may be
eliminated from receiving a Pell
Grant, and 640,000 other students
may face a reduction in their amount
of aid if the Supplemental Act is not
passed.
Students interested in writing letters can contact Vicki Sands for more
information at 756-3367 or 759-5061
Another option for students is to
mail their letters directly to the congressman in their district, or to:
Congressman Don Bonker
434 Cannon
House Office Building
Washington, D C 20510
OR:
Congressman Rod Chandler
216 Cannon
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

4/24/86 8:28 pm A student's guitar effect pedals were stolen when a room
inside a fraternity house was burglarized. Referred to T.P.D.
4/27/86 3:54 am Security observed suspects shoot fireworks out of a
Residence Hall room.
* Call security immediately - day or night - to report all crimes,
suspicious persons, vehicles or activity, accidents and injuries.
Information from the Tacoma Police Department:
According to Major Duane Ottgen, who is in charge of all investigations for the Tacoma Police Department, "there have been no rapes
reported in the vicinity of the campus for over a year."
According to Detective Sgt. Mowre, Tacoma Police Department detective in charge of sex offenses, there have been several exposures reported
in the vicinity of the campus in recent weeks. A suspect in some of these
exposures was arrested this week.
According to detective Mowre, there is no current exposure suspect'
who is also a rape suspect. He stated that there have been no such recent
investigations connecting exposures and sexual assaults.

4/21/86 4:30 pm A new University parking lot was damaged by suspects.
4/21/86 6:10 pm Windows in a Residence Hall were vandalized by a
suspect.
4/22/86 1:32 am Security confronted a suspicious-looking man in Thompson woods who was carrying a can of paint across campus.
4/22/86 5:13 am Fraternity members burnt their greek letters on a
sorority's lawn.
4/23/86 6:20 am A clock was stolen from a Howarth Hall classroom.
4/24/86 1:28 am A suspect drove over barricades on N. Lawrence causing
damage.
4/24/86 2:25 am A water pipe was vandalized at a University residence
cutting the water supply to the house and damaging landscape.
4/24/86 6:55 am A caller indicated that there was a bomb in the SUB
Tacoma Police Department and Tacoma Fire Department responded. No
bomb was discovered.
4/24/86 8:00 pm A suspect broke a fire extinguisher case in a Residence
Hall.

GRAND OPENING
NEW
PACIFIC BAR-B-QUE

PIZZA
VOM

HICKORY SMOKED BARBEQUE
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
*JUST ONE BLOCK AWAY FROM UPS
LAW SCHOOL
*10 PERCENT OFF TO ALL UPS
STUDENTS
LUNCH, DINNER & TAKE OUT

One night only!

815 PACIFIC AVE - 383-8765

Tomorrow night (5-2-86)

Travelex International
2201 North 30th, Suite I

99

You can receive a
large one item fftS •

Tacoma, Washington (Old Town)

Plan your Summer holiday now!

for ulf

Europe: 31 days. May, June & July departures
Australia: 28 days with optional extensions in New Zealand and
Hawaii
Expo '86 in Vancouver, B.C.
River rafting, California trips, Mystery weekends, and lots
more....
Free gift to all Trail readers

■

aSket ‘Y.

Includes two drinks
Remember:
30 minutes or it's free!
759-5711
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Upstairs, Downstairs

Students graduate to Main Gallery
By Wendy Culverwell
Do people really major in art? How
can you learn to be an artist? Aren't
they just born that way? And what's
the big deal with Andy Warhol
anyway?
You may be asking yourself these
questions, although I doubt it. Never
fear, however, that is what the university is here for.
I have to admit, though, that I was
pretty amazed at the high attendance
at Friday's Kittredge Gallery Opening.
The Art Major Show drew more
people than the Marc Chagall one
last semester, which is really saying
something. I'm proud of you gang!
Anyway, enough of that. There was
a reason for asking the above questions.
Yes, people really do major in art
here at UPS, and those who are
graduating this year have offered
their best works up for public
scrutiny.
The six-woman show features some

familiar pieces already seen in the
Student Gallery, as well as some of
the more recent work. This is not to
imply, however, that the progress
made in the Art Department is linear.
If the exhibit is any indication, progressing from one medium to
another, for example painting to
sculpting rather than repeating a procedure over and over until it is done
just right, is the learning method of
choice.
Strengths and a few weaknesses
abound, but each of the artists has
achieved expertise in one particular
medium.
Evelyn Brudvik's wood-centered
pieces testify to her skill in that arena.
Eternal Anguish is a wood cut print
while her And it Goes On, a wood and
raku wall hanging, is an amusing look
at the positions of the days in the
week.
Judy Bumbaugh, whose works include photographs, a woodblock
print, and a collage piece, is a superb
potter. She does functional as well as
ornamental pieces, my favorite being
Winter, a ceramic dish with a Chinese

character-like design on it.
Leah Overman, always a big contributor to Student Gallery shows,
takes advantage of end-of-the-year
semester stress in a couple of pieces.
Life Before Finals, a ceramic face imposed on a wooden sort - of checkerboard is great, as are her Monday and
Friday figures. Monday is screaming
while Friday is serene. Nice touch!
Cathy Crowson's work leans a little
more to the abstract, having titles like
Geometric Kelp (a silk screen) and The
Cry of Those Being Eaten By America
(a clay head resting on a glass mirror).
If pressed to purchase one print
from the entire show to hang with the
rest of my wall decorations,
Geometric Kelp would have to be the
one.
Even Sylvester Stallone makes an
appearance, via a woodcut print by
Heidi Stevenson. Also, her Altered Visions, a purple and white orchid print,
ran a close second in my to-bepurchased competition. Being a pottery freak, I loved her untitled
ceramic pot.
Victoria Smith makes unusual use

of "everyday" objects not usually
associated with art. Chips, for example, is a ceramic model of a Lays
Potato Chip bag (regular, not BBQ)
and from what I've heard, was the
most talked about piece among
students in the show.
That Warhol-ish style isn't my (pardon the cliche) cup of tea, but to each
his own. Her multimedia Major Construction makes fun of the horrors of
the dentist's chair. Smith must have a
dentist somewhere in her family,
because the piece is loaded with dental equipment that I personally don't
like to see even when I am at the dentist!
Anyway, judging from the audience
at Friday's opening, this is going to be
a very popular show so I don't have to
push it anymore.
Because this is the last show of the
year, I want to take the opportunity
to thank Professor Bill Colby and
Judy Bumbaugh for an enjoyable year
in Kittredge. The program this year
was both diverse and enjoyable and I
am glad to have been able to cover it.

Campus Films

Sans audience,
flick's a horror
By Wendy Culverwell

Tamara Meinecke, Alayne Faraone, and Laura Koehl will be soloing with the
University Symphony Friday at 8 pm in Kilworth Chapel.

The Chipmunk, by Judith Pearce, is
featured in the Northwest Artists and
Wildlife Exhibit at the Slater Museum
of Natural History.

And now for a movie review you
probably never expected to see in the
Trail...The Rocky Horror Picture
Show.
This is a movie review and only a
movie review. No comment whatsoever on the audience participation
cult-status of the film. Well, not for a
while, anyway.
First, I have to admit that I have only seen Rocky Horror once, Tuesday
night in Mc006, at a semi-private
screening. No weirdos. No rice. No
screaming. Just me and a few of the
Films people.
OK, now for my opinion. No holds
barred-The Rocky Horror Picture
Show has got to be the worst movie I
have ever seen. Actually, Bo Derek's
Tarzan was the worst, but the difference is negligible. Rocky Horror is
pretty bad.
The script is terribly twodimensional, the "acting" (well, I did
like Tim Curry's Frank) resembled a
first readthrough of the script on the
first day of rehearsal.
Susan Sarandon (Janet) should be
barred from the screen for life, and if
I ever have to hear her sing again, I'm
afraid I will get physically ill.
I am not the slightest bit surprised
the movie bombed so big when it was
first released.
But wait, there's more! As terrible
as Rocky Horror is, acting and script
wise, the film, to borrow a phrase, is
insanely alluring.
Some movies just beg you to comment along with the script, and this is
the king of them. Rocky Horror has
built the biggest core of midnight

devotees of any film ever, and they
all scream the lines and appropriate
filler comments. I know I said I
wouldn't comment on the audience
participation. I lied!
The unoriginal story line centers
around your basic Frankenstein plot.
The "sweet transsexual" scientist,
Frank, creates a Charles Atlas to
relieve his — "tensions." (You fill in
the blank.) A couple of average kids
stumble in, and then a lot of weird
things happen.
This is a flick put together as a
perpetual climax. From the moment
our "heroes" step foot into
Transsexual-land, the movie sustains
the "big moment" feeling. To tell you
any more would be spoiling the surprise, assuming you haven't seen it a
hundred times already.
When asked why they brought the
film to campus, Ann Halvarson, chair
of Campus Films said,"It was a
challenge and I thought the school
would enjoy it."
But if it is so dreadful, why will
anybody go see it? I ventured to ask.
"Because Rocky Horror doesn't get
much play in this area, I'm hoping
that the fans who haven't seen it in a
while will come. It's a lot of fun when
people really get into it. I hope
everyone will dress up and participate."
For those of you who don't know
how to dress, wear your best transsexual clothes. Leather is best.
Rocky Horror is this weekend's outdoor movie and will show for free at
9:00 in A-L quad (o(the Fieldhouse if
it rains.) Regular showtimes in Mc006
are 8:30, and 11 on Saturday and 8:30
on Sunday. Costumes will get you in
for $ .50; regular clothes, a dollar.
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As Physics Dance/Danced

FREE

Avante-garde student
play dancing to church

•

que approach to reality. Weaving

By Glenn Getz

2 WITH A LARGE
1 WITH A SMALL OR MEDIUM
WITH PIZZA PURCHASE
FREE 32 OZ. COKE

everything together in the fabric of

"Have you heard of the EinsteinPodolsky-Rosen Paradox in physics?
''Take two particles that are con-

ALWAYS HAD IT
ALWAYS WILL

nected and then separate them. Take
one of the particles to Hawaii and
the other to Europe. Place both particles under close observation. Now
take that particle that is in Hawaii

Also availabie - Sprite, Root Beer. Diet Coke, "cherry Coca - Cola':

3602 Center Street & Union
North Tacoma, University of Puget Sound
Oakland, Manato, Wapato

and go surfing. As you and the particle are pounded by the surf and
scraped by the sand the normal
resting routine of that particle is

Tacoma, Washington _
627-8844

altered.
"The paradox is that the particle in
Europe will also be altered from its
resting routine without a detectable
time lapse from when the Hawaii particle was altered The two particles
still have a connecting energy; they
are inseparable."
This paragraph, taken from the
writings of Rhenus Alderman, a junior
theater arts major at UPS, describes
one of the major themes of As Physics

Dance/Danced,

an avante-garde
theater piece created by Alderman
and Heidi Miller.
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Podolsky-Rosen Paradox, humans are
also bonded together. Everything that
one person does in the world will affect every other person in some way.
To avoid the responsibility that
comes with this, humans create
masks to hide behind.
Some people use knowledge as a
mask; the doctor quotes diseases and
their causes. Some people use
religion as a mask; they blame misfortunes on the devil.
Some people simply deny that this
connectedness exists at all Miller's
street punk denies this, "Tings were
dis way when you was born and they
will stay very happily the same when
yo're gone there is no way you can
change 'em."

dience with images, both live and on
film. The script is full of ideas that
conjure up emotions and memories
for each spectator.
Colored lights, strobes, music, film
images, and sound equipment that

Grant's avant-garde theater class, and
the themes developed in it revolve
around a film script that Alderman

alters the human voice all create a
fascinating production that forces

wrote.
The definition of avant-garde is

Miller, who some may remember as
Catherine in A View From the Bridge,
is delightful as the innocent child, sly

"change." The movement began with
impressionism in the 1890's and has

Robert Blake directly.
Alderman explained this construc-

with the purchase of any
16" one item pizza only

together with physical energy, as
demonstrated in the Einstein-

Theater for the Seattle Directors
Festival and made its debut in
Tacoma at the Narrows Dinner
Theater.

of reality, and at one point quotes

4 Quarts of Coke

ed. Because the universe is bonded

As Physics Dance/Danced is exciting to watch. It bombards the au-

continued today, creating intriguing
and unusual theater performances
that force spectators to think. Physics
is written from a constructivist view

3602 Center Street & Union

Social responsibility is another major theme in As Physics Dance/Danc-

The multi-media production was
recently performed at the New City

The students were prompted to
write the piece for a project in Gary

THE

the physical world are the words of
Physics, "Physics is concerned with
the relation between matter and
energy."

tivism: "Blake is saying that we all
create our own realities. Everything is
subjective."
Miller, the only actor in the show,
plays several different characters: a
doctor, an innocent young girl, the
devil, a punk off the streets. Each
character represents someone's uni-

people to think.

and tempting as the devil, and "cool"
as the punk.

Physics will be performed at UPS
on May 10 and 11.
Sister Mary Ignatius, directed by
Francisco Menendez, will begin this
intriguing evening of theater at 8:00
in the Jacobsen Recital Hall,
followed by Physics in the Kilworth

pm

Chapel Basement. Admission is $3 for
general audience members and $2 for
students.
These are both interesting shows
that really challenge the audience.
You won't want to miss them!

One coupon per pszio

expires 5-8-86
■

l
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ONLY
$8.50
Large 16"
Canadian Bacon &
Pineapple Pizza
with Thick Crust
PLUS
2 FREE 32 OZ. POPS
Phone
Name
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

expires 5-8-86

Tamarind Travel
6th 6 Sprague

627-6505
Our service is free, our advice is priceless.
Air • Cruise • Tour • Groups • Rail

Conveniently located next to Pinch's Deli
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Get crazy 8 days
before the end
By Katie de Gutes
What do you get when you combine some politically conscious jazz
musicians with a percussionist from
Ghana? A strange mix of reggae, latin
rhythms, funk, R&B, and jazz, also
known as the Crazy 8's.
"It's kind-of like UB40 meets the
Kingsmen on the set of Animal
House," said The Record in an oc-

The Crazy 8's

Desirable, attractive man
seeks sexual
companionship

* loves beer and Go-bots
* recently 21
* will travel
* owns macho pickup
* variety wardrobe

Call Ozzy 752-1419

tober, 1985 article about the 8's.
The Crazy 8's are a Portland based
band that began packing in crowds
along the 1-5 circuit three years ago.
By 1984, they had released their first
album, Law and Order, which held its
own for nearly a year on the U.S. independent rock charts.
Just last December, the 8's released
their second album, Nervous Suburbia, which has received wide acclaim
from Rolling Stone, The Rocket, and
The Oregonian.
"The horns are what make the 8's
such an anomaly in the rock world,"
says Stuart Tomlinson, a music critic
for The Oregonian. "Sure, many
bands use horns, but usually it's
almost an afterthought. This is a big
band sound in the best sense of the
word."
Listening to Nervous Suburbia one
has to agree that this is clearly the
case Trombonist Tim Tubb brings in

some powerful horn solos that are
reminiscient of Tower of Power, but
all the more brighter. But he also can
swoon in true big band style, like on
"I Lose Control," one of the three
love songs on Nervous Suburbia.
Tenor saxophone and flute player,
Danny Schauffler does some crisp,
powerful sax breaks on "Scratch and
Claw" and some great alto flute on "I
Lose Control." Here the ska-reggae
style that dominated the 8's first
album, seems the furthest thing from
their minds.
On "Rubber Bullets" however, the
song opens with the heavy pounding
of tribal drums (Percussionist Obo
Addy is from Ghana) and is backed up
by Mike Regan's funky bass and Mark
Wanka's charged guitar solo.
The song is dedicated to Archbishop Desmond Tutu says Todd
Duncan, the 8's saxophonist, lead
vocalist, and principle songwriter
"I'm trying to get a funk groove in
my writing," he says. "real danceoriented. Think-and-dance, I call it"
UPS students will have the chance
to think-and-dance on May 7, when
ASUPS Dances presents The Crazy 8's
as an end of the year kick-off.
Lisa Chambers, chairperson of the
Dance Committee says, "UPS is fortunate to be able to host the Crazy
8's. This is their first college date
after their national tour."

501411 CLOVERLEAF 685 /il
PIZZA Ctelly
ACCEPTS ALL
tavern
PIZZA COUPONS

l

You've tried the rest,
now try the best!
We've been in the pizza business twenty-five years, we are not
be here when the rest are gone.

CLOVERLEAF - THE PIZZA WITH A HISTORY
Our pizzas are made today, as they were twenty-five years ago, from
the freshest choice ingredients; prepared from scratch daily by the same
fine cooks who have been preparing them from our secret recipe for a
quarter of a century.
The deep, rich color comes from the blend of ingredients and
thorough baking process unique to our pizza. Once you taste ours, no
other pizza will ever measure up.
When you order Cloverleaf Pizza. you order quality, freshness, and
unmatched flavor, backed by more years than any other pizza in
Tacoma.
Enjoy your feast. Let us become a habit with you; serving you the
pizza with the tradition to match the taste!!

8

fly-by-night operation. Well

565-1111
TRY US TONIGHT
YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU
DID!

FREE DELIVERY

PErato
ill

Includes free PEPSI
drinks

FEATURE
The hamburger helper helps
By Katie de Gutes

I went in search of the ultimate burger. It couldn't be a franchised fastfood burger like a Whopper or McQuarter Mc Pounder, it had to be a burger
from an independently-owned drive-in.
Ideally, I also wanted it to be flame-broiled. And I wanted french fries
and a chocolate shake to accompany my ultimate burger.
I rated on a scale of one to five.

cH71c
Frisko Freeze - 1201 Divisio
Ave.

Pick-Quick Drive In -- Old
Highway 99 in Fife
You've got to give the Pick-Quick
credit. They've been frying their hamburgers in the same one-room
building since the 1950's, and the only
thing that has changed is the price
Still, they're not too bad. 1/4 lb. Double Cheeseburger is $1.50 and a triple
burger is $2.00. All come with thick
slices of tomatoes and tons of onions.
The fries are a little bit greasy, but
the serving size makes up for it. In

fact, for $.75, these could be a meal
by themselves.
The shakes are fantastic and come
in over 15 different flavors. The only
drawback is that they get a little too
syrupy towards the bottom. But hey,
where else can you get a lime shake
for $.90?

‘;4

v44

Frisko's isn't bad for a fried burger,
and all come with the works for no ex
tra charge. Frisko's puts a littl
nutmeg in their seasoning salt, and i
gives the hamburgers a semi-swee
tang. The prices are exceptionall
good! A cheeseburger is $1.15 and
doubleburger only $1.45.
The fries aren't too hot. They ar
greasy tasting, but crunchy and dry.

--teteLl

cc1
CJ's Drive In-3919 6th Ave

CJ's is the all-around winner. The
burgers are flame-broiled, big, and
cheap. The buns are toasted, and
unlike Art's, Goofy Goose's, Frisko's,
or Pick-Quick's, they have sesame
seeds. Prices range from $1.05 for a
Deluxe Burger to $2.40 for the CJ's
special (The Works!).
The fries taste a little fishy, but are
not excessively greasy or under-done,
and for $.75, you get more than
enough.

Gordon's H
North Proct

The shakes are real, made with ice
cream, chocolate syrup, milk, and
whipped cream and only cost $.95.
The menu also contains a variety of
other things including, chili dogs,
taco salads, Jo Jo's, and tater tots.

For fried h
Tasty is witho
Unlike many
aren't tough.
toasted sesam
slices of toma
tuce.
The fries w
They weren't g
crunchy. T
McDonald's-siz
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ou ' make a great meal °
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Art's Hamburgers -- 2301
Pacific Avenue

A large order is $.90, and can easily
feed two.
The shakes were mediocre. They
tasted too much like a franchised
fast-food shake.

What can I say? Nobody goes to
Art's for the hamburgers, they go for
the gambling. The hamburgers are
outrageously expensive ($2.25 for a
single patty) and are only seasoned
with salt and pepper.
There are no shakes There are no
fries.
"Chip Chip. Pepsi. Pepsi."

400

Goofy Goose - 3702 6th Ave
3sty Tasty -

2720

mburgers, the Hasty
It a doubt the best.
fried burgers, these
They are served on
seed buns with thick
oes and Romaine lete better than most.
easy, but were a little
e servings were
d and the price the

same-75 cents.
The shakes were great. They were
made with soft vanilla ice cream and
chocolate syrup and then mixed in a
blender. $1.00

Unfortunately, I don't have very
good things to say about the Goose.
The original owners sold-out one
month ago, and the new owners just
haven't gotten it together.
The hamburgers were tough and
greasy and had little seasoning. The
grease was so bad that it actually
soaked through the bun.
Amazingly, the french fries were
the best I tasted. They weren't too
greasy, and were slightly crunchy on
the outside, but soft in the middle.

The fries themselves were big and the
overall serving, ample — $.75
The shakes reminded me of the kiddie lipstick I used to eat when I was
three, and for the $1.15 it cost, I could
have gotten another order of fries.

All photos by Katie de Gutes

gir
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Exposing Vancouver's Expo '86
By Cynthia Nims
Tomorrow morning at 10:00, three
years of planning and construction, as
well as 1.2 billion Canadian dollars,
will be opening its gates to the entire
world.
The 1986 World Exposition is
located on the shores of False Creek
in Vancouver, British Columbia. With
79 facilities for world pavilions,
arenas and special features spread
over 170 acres, this exposition promises an exquisite exposure to the
latest technologies and classic arts
from all corners of this earth.
There are a record 52 international
governments participating in Expo
'86, and this will be the first exposition in which the United States, the
Soviet Union and China will concur-

The Expo grounds are divided into
6 color-coded zones. A combination
of monorail, skyride and water ferry
systems offered for transport
throughout the 170 acres. Will
Carlsen of the Tourism B.C. office in
Seattle suggests that Expo visitors only attempt to see two zones per day,
for within each there is a more-thanample supply of attractions and activities to satiate the truly curious explorer.
Although the exposition does offer
transport between zones, Carlsen advises that visitors consider walking
By taking time to stroll throughout
the sites at ease, your attention will
be drawn to the many special Expo
'86 touches which make it the uniquely fascinating experience that
thousands of people have striven to

Will Carlsen was adamant that many unnecessary headaches
could be prevented by having Canadian currency before arriving
at the exposition site.
rently take part.
The Czechoslavakian Expo pavilion
will offer a 10-minute magical flight
from Vancouver to Prague,
Czechoslavakia, one example of the
exposition's hopes to make visitors
more than simply observers. The
Egyptian exhibit, Ramses II, is said to
be one that will rival the King Tut exhibit which toured the world less than
ten years ago.

accomplish for all who attend.
Today, May 1, is the last opportunity to get a bargain price on the 3-day
Expo '86 passport. As of tomorrow,
this ticket will increase from $21 to
$34.95, but is still an incredible deal.
The 3-day passes are available at all
Seafirst locations. Single day tickets
will be available on location for $20
(Canadian).
Thanks to Canadian federal and

provincial funding, as well as grants
made by IBM, Ford and Boeing corporations, the organizing committee
of Expo '86 has been able to achieve
its aspirations for providing the best
in exposition facilities and entertainment.
Will Carlsen was adamant that
many unnecessary headaches could
be prevented by having Canadian currency before arriving at the exposition site. Although there will be exchanges on the grounds, it would be
beneficial to have taken care of that
previously. But he also suggested
that no exchanges be made before arriving in Canada. The rates in Great
White North banks and Canadian liquor stores are much more
reasonable and consistent, averaging
$1.35 per U.S. dollar.
The best way to go about arranging
for accommodations is to contact
Tourism B.C. The $40-a-night, no frills
hotel rooms are for the most part
booked, but there are a number of
low-cost alternatives to the veryavailable $250 suites.
There is one youth hostel in Vancouver, and the University of British
Columbia and Simon Fraser University campuses are making dorm rooms
available to Expo visitors.
Camping is a third accommodation
choice Many provincial parks in the
area offer camping facilities,
although reservations cannot be

made at these locations. Reservaat
tions are accepted however,
privately owned campgrounds and
RV parks, where you can expect to
pay $18 to $30 per night.
And a number of surrounding communities, including Burnaby, Surrey,
and New Westminster, offer a shuttle
720 Olive Way

"** Tourism B.C.

HOURS: 9-4
(phone)
623-5971

OR

623-5937

service to the center of Vancouver.
Accommodation possibilities abound,
but you must take into consideration
what time of the year (July and
August will be horrendously crowded)
or day or the week (Avoid weekends
like the plague!) you plan to visit Ex
po '86.
A quick, informative .call to thi ,
Tourism B.C. office in Seattle can
answer all of your ticket, facility and
accomodation questions. Plan ahead
and make your visit to the 1986 World
Exposition as enjoyable and inexpensive as possible.

cu.-I-APPLE
INNS
OUR ECONOMY RATES
INCLUDE LOTS OF EXTRAS!
When you check into an APPLE
INN, you'll enjoy more than our
sensible, economy rates. Nice
touches that you may not find
at other economy-rated motor
inns
All queen beds
Complimentary
Continental Breakfast
Direct dial telephones
Free color television
and AM/FM-radio
Complimentary satellite movies
(most locations)
24 hour switchboard
and message center
Heated swimming pool
(except Everett)

r)

i

GREAT TASTING PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

752-6000
1 OFF
ANY 14"

OR

U.P.S. SPECIAL
A 12" 1-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO SODAS

$499

16" PIZZA
VALUE 1/20 CENT
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
EXPIRES 5/31/80

VALLE 1 20 CENT
LINIITED DELIVERY AREA
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
EXPIRES 5/31/86

wpm
NN
W IINN
,4sk about our

Graduation Weekend Special

Cell
473-7100 for reserver=

SAVE ON THE
LEADING EDGE AT
BALLARD COMPUTER
Leading Edge
Model "D"
IBM compatible,
640K RAM with
dual disk drives,
graphics
monitor
15-month
$ 1 5 495
warranty
Educational Discounts
Full Service Back-up
Contact your campus
representative.

Al Corwin 641-9561
LEADING EDGEA
Lfla9

',r

Ballard
Computer
5424 Ballard Ave.

782-8591

N.W.
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Women progress in lacrosse
Sellers. "Over the past thiee years,
we've scrounged around for players

By Melissa Marquess
Over the past four years women's
participation in lacrosse has grown
considerably. This progression can be
seen clearly in both the PNLA (Pacific
Northwest Lacrosse Association) annual tournament and the growth of
our own program at UPS.
Four years ago there were no
women competing at the PNLA tournament. Three years ago some northwest schools got together and sent
about three women each to perform
an exhibition match. Two years ago,
women competed in the tournament
and this year they were a full fledged
force.
The UPS women's lacrosse competed in the PNLA tournament last
weekend and captured second place.
There were seven schools participating: Seattle Club, Calgary,
Lewis and Clark, Whitman, Western,
the University of Oregon, and, of
course, UPS.

and now we have 20 dedicated girls."
Sellers started the lacrosse club by
posting a lot of signs, using the Tattler, and holding info meetings in the
fall.
"We start in the early fall so people
who've never played before can get
down basic skills," said Sellers
Sellers also stressed that the club
was open to everyone, even those
with no experience.
"This year we have eight freshmen
who've never even seen a stick
before," said Sellers. "It's great!"
Sellers feels the women's lacrosse
club is more than just a fun hobby.
"The biggest reward of the team
is the friendships formed," said
Sellers.
With such a young team, Sellers
was enthused about reaching the
championship round of last week's
tournament
"It was so exciting just being

The Loggers played three games on
Saturday. One by one they defeated
the University of Oregon (9-2),
Calgary (9-8), and Whitman (7-6). This
undefeated status sent UPS to the
championship round with Seattle
Club.
The women's lacrosse record
stands at 8-2 which is exceptional
since our team only began four years
ago. Its existence is largely due to
senior Midge Sellers..
"Basically, when I first got here I
was the only one who played," said

there," laughed Sellers.
At the end of the tournament, three
girls from each team were picked as
the most valuable players. UPS's top
three consisted of Maggie Grosse,
Barb Farrar, and Kristen Neupert.
Honorable Mention award went to
goalie Kristin Dickason.
Next Sunday the women's lacrosse
will play two games at Baker
Stadium. The . game times are 11 am
and 12 pm. So plan to watch these
Lady Loggers in action as part of your
Spring Weekend festivities!

'Stars' rise with Tacoma sunset
By Paul Battaglia
At approximately 7:30 this evening as
the star that we call our sun begins its
descent in the western sky, the
Tacoma Stars and San Diego Sockers
will take to the field for the third
game of their MISL Western Division
Championship best-of-five series. The
15,000-plus fans that gather inside the
Tacoma Dome will not get to see the
hues of violet and red that will streak
the Tacoma skyline.
Instead, they will watch the blues
and oranges of their own Tacoma
Stars streaking across the Tacoma
Dome carpet in a desperate attempt
to wrestle away at least one win
against the awesome MISL defending
champs.
As it stands now, the Stars are
down two games to none. In their first
two meetings, both in San Diego, the
Sockers gave the Stars a clinic on how
soccer in a jar is played.
Game one saw Sockers' striker
Branco Segota tally seven points on
two goals and five assists in leading
San Diego to a 10-4 drubbing. The
outcome was still in question with
two minutes gone in the third quarter
and the score knotted at three, but
the Stars committed the soccer sin of
failing to convert a five-on-three
power play situation and Segota
assisted on three goals in less than
two minutes to demoralize the Stars
and put the game out of reach.
In the second game, played Tues-

day night, San Diego made quick
work of the Stars en route to a 7-2
win. The Stars would now have to win
three straight games to steal the
series and advance to the MISL finals.
Three straight victories against the
San Diego Sockers is a feat comparable to David knocking off
Goliath with a broken slingshot. Don't
count on it.
The Sockers are in a league of their
own when it comes to superb soccer
skills and team play. They are a
veritable Who's Who of soccer talent
with Segota, Julie Veee, Brian Quinn
and Jean Willrich to name a few. The
Sockers score goals with frightening
rapidity and ease. They embarrass opponents with their ability to catch
defenders out of position for easy
goals.
As always, though, the Stars will
not give up without a fight. Since
their acquisition of Steve Zungul, the
holder of every major MISL scoring
record, the Tacoma Stars have shown
that they can match goals with any
team in the MISL — with the exception
of San Diego. Zungul, nicknamed The
Lord of All Indoors, along with his
linemate and fellow Yugoslavian and
All-Star, Preki, Keith Furphy and Roy
Wegerle, has established Tacoma as
an MISL scoring powerhouse. The
Stars lit up opponents' nets in the se-

Tacomans, being the fickle northwest fans that they are, have rallied
behind "their" Tacoma Stars. From
billboards to bumperstickers, to "Go
Stars!" cards in merchant's windows,
a love affair has started between the
city of Tacoma and its up-andcoming soccer team. A crowd of
17,094, the largest crowd in Star
history, packed the Tacoma Dome on
April 18, to watch the Stars wrap-up
their first ever playoff series against
the Wichita Wings. Many of the loyal
fans lingered long after the 3-2
Tacoma victory to savor the ectasy of
a playoff victory. They were wise to
enjoy it while they still could.
But Tacoma Star fans can take
refuge in the fact that they will be
able to wake up the morning after

and see bright new horizons The
Tacoma Stars are a team on the rise.
Management has proclaimed a
"change in corporate direction." Considerable amounts of money were
spent to bring in players that could
help win soccer games immediately
The future of the team as well as the
future of professional soccer in
Tacoma looks bright
It will take some time for the Stars
to win the championships which
Zungul promised upon his arrival.
They are a couple of good, dependable defenders and hours and hours
of practice away from even being
able to think about MISL titles. Down
two games to nothing to the Sockers,
the Tacoma Stars are only days away
from looking to tomorrow

SCHEDULE
Golf
Thursday, May 1 - Friday, May 2 UPS at Western Washington Invite awaN

Track and Field
Friday, May 2 UPS at Western Washington University Twilight Meet
away 4:30 pm

Softball
Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3

UPS at LC Tournament 12 pm

Tennis
Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3 UPS at District I Championships away

cond half of the season, as well as
fired up their screaming fans who
came out in increasingly larger droves
to watch their newfound pride and

Cascade Sprints

joy.

9 am

Saturday, May 3 - UPS at Northwest small college championships HOME
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SPORTS IN BRIEF
Track and Field...
The University of Puget Sound track and field teams hosted the seventh
annual J.D. Shotwell Invitational on Saturday at Baker Stadium.
The Logger women took first place in 10 out of 17 events including a
double-win by Mary Kusler in the 100 hurdles and 400 hurdles.
The UPS men won 7 events on the day including Paul Hospenthal's 49.2
showing in the 400 meters.
Other top performances for the UPS women included Molly Ostlund in
the 10,000 meters, 37:35.2. Patricia Perry, javelin 138"1", Michal Miller, high
jump 5'4", Heather Sullivan 1500 4:40.9, Duffer Hellers, discus 113'3", and
Cheryl Moores, 3000 10:30.2. The Puget Sound men's 4 x 100 meter Pelay
team of Gregory, Oliphant, Daugherty and HosPenthal turned in a time of
43.2 for a win. Kevin Mapes captured the triple jump with a leap of 42'2",
Tracy Daugherty won the 200 meters in 22.6 and Emmett Kipp was first in
the 5000 meters at 14:52.4.

... and more Track and Field!
This week the Loggers will travel to Bellingham, Washington for the
Western Washington University Twilight Meet.
The hammer throw will begin at 4:30 pm with all other events starting at
6:00 pm. It will be the last opportunity for Loggers to qualify for the NAIA
District I Championships on May 8-9.
UPS has already qualified 18 women and 11 men for district competition.
Coach Peyton is looking for some national qualifying marks in the meet
with outstanding competition available.

Dave Harlan

KUSLER CAPTURES DISTRICT HEPTATHLON TITLE
The NAIA District 1 Heptathlon and Decathlon Championships were held
last week in Bellingham pWashington with exciting results for the University
of Puget Sound.
Freshman Mary Kusler, (Snohomish, WA) won the heptathlon with a total
of 4045 points. Kusler was the individual winner in the 100 Hurdles with a
time of 15.4, the 200 meters in 27.1, the long jump at 15' 7 3/4" and in the
800 meters 2:24.0.

•

•

"Mary's performance was just outstanding," said Coach Joe Peyton. "She
is not only an outstanding athlete but an outstanding person. I am really excited to know she is just a freshman and on our team for three more years,"
he said.

Dave Harlan

Dan Gregory, a freshman from Mount Angel, Oregon, placed 6th in the
decathlon last week.

Golf!
The Puget Sound Invitational Golf Tournament held at Fircrest last
weekend featured some outstanding individual and team performances.
The team and individual titles were decided in sudden death playoffs.
Western Washington captured the team crown with a 619 total edging
Portland State in the playoff.
Dave Campbell of Western took individual honors with a 149 total
beating Greg Downey of Portland State and Steve Nightengale of WWU.
Keith mickle had the top UPS finish with 157 total for 36 holes. Mike Anderson v+, as second for the Loggers at 161
Th. Puget Sound team tallied 647 for the tourney.
A( tion this week will take the Logger golf team to Bellingham,
Washington for the Western Washington University Invitational starting on
Thursday
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Women's Tennis:
The University of Puget Sound women's tennis team is certainly having a
banner season This week the Loggers laid claim to their own tournament title as they captured the UPS Invitational by winning four out of the six
singles spots and all three doubles.
Sharon Crowson extended her number one singles record to 14-1 in winning the UPS tourney.
Other singles winners for UPS included Robin Paczkowski (11-4), Mimi
Dega (9-1), and Susan Bladholm (10-4).
Crowson and Martin won the number 1 doubles, Dega and Fitzgerald captured number 2 and Bladholm and Paczkowski number 3.
The UPS team now holds a 17-1 record overall this season.

... and more Tennis
Both the men's and women's tennis teams will travel to Ellensburg this
weekend for the NAIA District I Championships.
The Logger women faced Pacific Lutheran Tuesday in Parkland in an attempt to avenge their only loss of the season. UPS lost a 4-5 decision to the

Lutes earlier in a match played at UPS.
Tuesday's match could give an indication of what the District race on the
weekend might look like. The Logger women will be looking to recapture
the District title that they lost to PLU last season.
The UPS men have been improving steadily going into the District competition.

Discover an exciting way to study around the world,
visiting japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India,
Egypt, Turkey, Greece and Spain.

Students, parents and faculty are invited
to come aboard the S.S. UNIVERSE
for an OPEN HOUSE
during its call in Seattle.
Take a tour of our floating campus
and view the slide presentation
describing the Semester at Sea program.
Wednesday, May 14
3:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
Port of Seattle, Pier 28
If you are unable to attend and would like more information, write:
Semester at Sea • Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh • 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
or call: Toll-free (800) 854-0195
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J ust when you thought

Damaged Goods

is was safe to go back
to the Senate. . .

Scott Bateman

Before reading, please read Senate story on page 3.
By Michael Amend
Senate, get your act together.
Sometimes I praise the Lord for the occasional attacks of wisdom He (this
is the traditional usage and implies no gender connotation) bestows on the
Senate, like when the Senate voted down a motion Tuesday night that
would not have allowed one person to get paid for doing two jobs.
But then, there are times I want to send the Senate to Chernobyl, Ukraine
for a retreat
Tuesday night, the Senate adjourned the meeting with not one, but two
motions on the floor.
Remember last week during the budget hearing, Mark Miller, the new
general manager for KUPS, waited two and a half hours only to watch his
budget not come up at all Well, guess what one of the motions that was on
the floor was? Right, the KUPS budget.
The Sailing Club's budget was not even brought up and the Model U.N.
budget barely squeaked through in the last minute.
Changes in the Constitution and By Laws, supposedly the main topic of
debate for about the fourth week running, was not even thought of being
considered.
There were several causes for this fiasco.
One was the seemingly endless reshuffling of the agenda.
Another was the string of inane comments by Senator Paul Lower.
Also, it would have been wise to skip executive reports, project reports,

-,0201 sois.prona.c6_04.-Iyal

etc and gone straight into Old Business.
The most important cause of this fiasco was a majority of senators who
refused to reconvene in the Anderson/Langdon lounge (they only have the
McCormick Room until 8 pm).
Vice President Mimi Dega practically pleaded with the senators as she
watched her motion to reconvene voted down while members of the gallery
looked on in disbelief.

See SENATE page 14
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DOMINO'S
26th and Stevens
PIZZA
DELIVERSTm
FREE. Remember:

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery
area.

Domko's Pizza
accepts all
competitor's
dollar off
coupons.

Within 30 minutes
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Letters to
Garrett defends Security and Davenport defends MUN
Security at UPC until 1983. I still take

tion vital to the safety of the cornmunity.

an interest in the goings on at UPS
Security and I am regularly in touch

As you may recall, I was Director of

Oh boy! My first political scandal!

However, the MUN conference is

In the interest of fairness and

Last week I was quoted in the Trail as
saying some rather scandalous things

also taken very seriously by all those
involved in Model UN. In fact, this

balance did you pick up a phone and

that seem to have ruffled some

year's team had 9 resolutions passed

with the office staff. My colleagues at

call Sadler or his superiors? Barring

at the conference--a spectacular

UPS are responsible individuals who

such a revolutionary action as that,

feathers in Model United Nations and
have reflected rather badly on the

take their jobs seriously and who ge-

did you put in a call to TPD's criminal
investigations unit and ask to talk to

nuinely care about the safety of the
University Community. I am therefore
prompted to write in response to a

the officer or detective who informed

letter to the editor from two female

UPS Security of the assaults?
I know you didn't bother to talk to

students titled "Crimes Too Close To
Campus for Comfort" and your "me

Sadler and I doubt you bothered to
confirm the story of the women who

too" editorial in the April 10, 1986

wrote the letter. Had you done so you

issue
The letter and your editorial

would probably have found that

espouse a conspiracy of silence regar-

everybody at TPD thought somebody
had called, but nobody had taken the

ding sexual assaults in the UPS area.

responsibility to do it themselves.

You accuse Bruce Sadler, and by extension John Hickey, Ray Bell and

If the UPS administration is reluctant to talk with the Trail as you say,
it may be that over the years the Trail

club. It is my purpose to clear up this
misunderstanding and to give MUN
the credit which they rightly deserve
I was shocked to see the quote by
ASUPS President Steve Emery from
Tuesday's formal Senate meeting that
said that I said that Steve Schwartz
said (this brings back memories of a
junior high romance!) that the MUN

number by any measure.
I am sorry that Steve Emery
misunderstood my feelings and I
regret that he did not address his concerns to me earlier, as I would have
cleared up any doubts before they
became public. I would also like to
extend my apologies to MUN (Ken
Raley, Bill Shaw, and Brian Morlean
in particular) whose credibility has

conference in Sacramento was

been questioned in this misunderstan-

nothing but a party, or something to
that effect.

ding.
And finally, my deepest apologies

First of all, I was not at Senate on

go to Steve Schwartz, whose casual
comment has been subjected to

has given UPS administrators just

Tuesday (I was at home on drugs
because of a horrible back injury).

public scrutiny. I'm really sorry
Steve. Let's hit Art's Good Coffee and

cause for hesitation. Most UPS administrators have been repeatedly

Had I been there this scandal never
would have taken place as I would

can keep the 15 cents you owe me.

tried and convicted without ever havlig had a hearing. In this society we

victimized by student reporters (who

have quickly jumped in to defend
MUN, of which I am a member, and

accord more courtesy to murderers
than you have to these men.

simple phrases and misspell common
surnames) in search of "a story" in-

In their letter the two women say

stead of the facts.
Be honest Michael! If you set out
to investigate a scandal and found
out something positive instead,

Phil Phibbs, of the most obscene kind
of negligence and callousness.
You do all this without allowing
them to respond. They stand accused,

that a Tacoma Police Department
detective assured them that UPS
Security had been informed of a
number of rapes in the area. The

have the amazing ability to misquote

would it occur to you to print it? If so

detective probably assumed that UPS

you'd violate a Trail tradition of

was informed.

negativity that dates to antiquity.
I know it's easier to manufacture a
controversy than it is to do real investigative reporting, but resist the

Getting TPD personnel to stop
making assumptions and start using
the phone was a never-ending battle
during my years at UPS, so I was not
surprised when Sadler told me that
the letter in the Trail was the first his
office had heard of these incidents.
Had UPS Security actually been in-

temptation. Creating stories instead
of reporting tFem doesn't serve the
community.
If you would approach the UPS administration with an open mind and a

Frisko Freeze again real soon. You

Lisa Davenport

eased our President's mind as to the
seriousness of both the conference
and of UPS's team.
In addition, I must clarify the mood
in which the comments by both
myself and Mr. Schwartz were made.
Anyone who knows Steve Schwartz
knows that he is not one who, when
asked about something, will always

Grow up,
Stevenson

answer in a completely serious tone.
We had not discussed the conference
in great detail; he merely told me that
it was a "heck of a lot of fun."
When Steve Emery asked me about

I just finished reading Mr. Craig
Stevenson's letter to the Editor, April
24, 1986, responding to Paul Battaglia's and Amy Helmon's articles

the conference, it was in a somewhat
lighthearted situation and that was
the tone in which I answered. Had I
known that this statement would

concerning UPS basketball and
Coach Don Zech.

cause him to question the credibility

extremely poor taste. False accusa-

formed, the UPS community would

smidgen of evenhandedness you
might find them willing and

certainly have been warned
Disseminating such critical informa-

cooperative, maybe even enthusiastic.

of MUN, the conversation would
have taken a more serious tone.
When talking with Steve Emery, I

tions and name calling do not
become you, Mr. Stevenson. I
thought that kind of childish behavior

Ronald M. Garrett
P.S. If you decide to print this, please

merely expressed the fun side of the
MUN conference. I believe that

and/or writing was done in grade
school.

proof the typesetting. I'm no longer a
UPS administrator and therefore

many people would agree with me
that a conference in Sacramento with

You are in college now. Prove it.

shouldn't have to endure being misquoted in the Trail again. Thanks!

thousands of other college students
would be a lot of fun

tion protects the community and pro.ects UPS from liability. Informing
he public of potential danger is in
the administration's interest from
every point of view. No administrator
in his/her right mind would risk the
reperr ussions of suppressing informa-

Senate
Continued from page 13
This is the most irresponsible act I have ever seen the Senate commit in
the four years I have attended meetings.

May 1, 1986

There is only one official meeting left (unless they make tonight's informal meeting formal) and there is still a lot of business to take care ofbudgets, By Laws, Constitution, Programmer Appointments, etc.
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Also, please read Article VII, Section 6 of the Constitution on recall of
elected officials
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the Editor
Homeless seek help with housing
We are all aware of the problems
caused by this year's housing lottery.

They cannot afford to pay for an
empty apartment over the summer in

the consequences it would produce,
and had thought of some of these

About 100 students are frantic
because they lack housing security,

order to ensure a bed in the fall, and,
They cannot leave summer jobs
early enough to make a dash for the
late-summer housing vacancies.

same solutions. Residential Life
director Kathleen Witt mentioned

and this seems to be causing unfriendly and sometimes even hostile reactions among these students.
We realize the Office of Residential Life is under severe pressure right
now, but it is not enough to know its
staff and the Dean of Students are
"concerned" about the problem.
However much we appreciate this
interest, concern will not pay rent,
nor will it hold apartments vacant
over the summer for fall occupancy.
The problems most students face
are
They cannot remain near
A)
Tacoma during the summer to secure
housing;

Many students will be forced to
move further away from campus than
is practical Female students,
especially, may not wish to walk a
long distance after dark when returning from campus activities.
Some parents may object to
students returning home with housing
plans unsettled, even though Residential Life hopes a "significant number"
of students on the wait list may be
housed
We were wondering if those
responsible for the decisions in this
year's housing process were aware of

Others besides Special
Events deserve award
We would like to take this opportunity to comment on the recent

events would not have been as suc-

Honors convocation held Saturday
April 26th. While we are not denying
the fact that Homecoming and
Mistletoast were successful events,
we are refuting the fact that the
award [Oxholm trophy] should have
been given singularly to "Special
Events "

cessful as they were
Although they do not work for the
recognition, if credit is to be given, let
the honors be spread among those in
the programs office who worked so
hard and unselfishly without recognition
If anyone should doubt the validity
of this statement take a look around

Many hours of hard word and planning were put into both of these programs without the assistance of

during Spring Weekend and see who
the people are who are preparing for
the events, yet are unable to par-

Special Events Without the
assistance of those "others," these

ticipate.
Names withheld by request

Budget comm. does good
job (no but's about it)
I'm writing in response to your
editorial titled "Budget comm. does
good job, but..." which appeared in
the last week's Trail.
Why is it that only the negative outcome of the budget process received
attention? The budget committee
must be acknowledged for all the productive hours they put in to produce
the budget proposal. It is a very
tedious, time-consuming process for
which I do not envy them!
To touch on another point brought
up in your article concerning the
Dance Committee's budget I must ask
one question. What is the role of the
Student Senate if not to represent the
students in issues that concern them?
The budget is an issue of particular
concern for the students in that it is
their money we are allocating. As a
senator I am not trying to be a programmer also. Rather, the effort to
set a lower price for admission was
solely in the interest of the student
body. Many students have complained to myself as well as to other
senators, that they cannot afford to
pay the high admission charges often

running for Senate in February not
asked what we would do to improve
attendace at dances and other programs?
What occurred at Senate on April
22 with respect to the Dance Committee budget was not an attempt to take
away the rights of the programmers,
but merely an effort to resolve a problem which has gone on too long.
I, as a senator, am attempting to
provide some sort of solution to the
fact that a majority of the dances
have been poorly attended! It is a
fact that a majority of the students at
UPS, myself included, are living on a

several good options in last week's
Trail ("Full UPS Housing Stresses
Students"), but we feel these could be
upgraded and intensified next year
Perhaps the Dean of Students office or Res. Life could organize a
"renter's group" for those students
who are forced off-campus, in order
to take advantage of referral agencies
in the area A "renter's awareness"
meeting could be held to aid students
in the proper way to look for housing,
and to inform them as to usual
renter/landlord responsibilities.
The Advising Office could organize
a housing workshop before the lottery, to let students know what to ex-

A perverse crime has gone by unnoticed (or passed by with approval).
Some time after the "half-price-off"
book sale the UPS basement
bookstore decided to dump all the
left over literature Unbelievable but
true.
These are the same books for which
most students pay an average of $150
a semester. Evidently, if books can't
be turned into profit they are disposed of
What ill species of reasoning could
have reached such an ignorant decision is beyond us How such a
disrespect for educational tools can
exist in this liberal arts institution is
also beyond us, but is very telling.
First of all, the bookstore had many
options other than leaving these
books (numbering between 400-800)
out in the rain for the garbage man to
take: the bookstore could have
donated them to other schools,
libraries, or social institutions, or it
could have held a 'pound sale', or it
could have given them to students for
free.
However, the bookstore's behavior
demonstrated it is incapable of
recognizing the basic importance of

dances cannot be the reason the
dances are so poorly attended. The
programmers do a good job of getting
quality entertainment.
I apologize if the proposed amendment to reduce expected revenue of
the ASUPS dances thereby allowing
for smaller admission fees was construed as a takeover attempt.
What is so outrageous about trying

tions at their convention down in
Sacramento. Through third hand information which could not be

(a.k.a. grill session), were those of us

Lisa North

4.11"

Jason Carl
Virginia Liley
Margaret Wright
Erin A O'Dell
Karen Marshall
lamec I. Peoples

books, of knowledge. Literature, of
all sorts, is the cistern of culture, a
preserver of values, without which
we're animals—this is just basic.
The bookstore's inexcusable actions lead one to suspect that the
university's professed
values of
higher education and humanistic excellence are merely a sham. The
bookstore's idiotic and unethical
behavior is symptomatic of a
degenerate mentality that has no appreciation and use for culture and
knowledge.
Hopefully, this is not the case in
the university's higher levels of administration. But is the administration ignorant of these ongoings, and
how many times has this happened in
the past? Will the administration
allow it to happen again?
Like other departments of the
univeriity, the bookstore represents
UPS. And here is a university with Ivy
League aspirations that can't even appreciate books. We recommend
serious and immediate therapy for
such gross intellectual impairments,
moral ineptitude, and generally
moronic behavior.
A. Lawrence, M Nickolas

Senate pot calls Model
U.N. kettle black
At the ASUPS Senate budget hearing a question arose over the conscientiousness of Model United Na-

to represent the students' needs and
concerns?

there are other possibilities that
could be explored.
Again, we realize Residential Life is
doing all it can to help students with
housing problems at this time
However, this is first and foremost an
academic institution, and students
really should not be forced to take
time from their preparation for finals
due to housing anxiety.
Now that we know the problem, we
should not allow this unfortunate
situation to occur next year.

Bookstore flunks
literacy test

tight budget.
I know the quality or variety of the
bands which have been selected for

associated with ASUPS dances.
Also, to those of you who attended
the Open Forum for Candidates

pect and how to deal with it. In short,

verified, it was intimated that MUN
was more interested in partying at the
expense of ASUPS than actually getting any work done.
Well, coming from ASUPS Senate,
this type of remark is about the same
as the pot calling the kettle black,
especially in light of the happenings

ed, there was undeniably a festive atmosphere at both the retreats I attended as a senator, and I am sure
that this past retreat was no exception
While one cannot deny the right of
ASUPS Senate to enjoy themselves,
one can deny ASUPS Senate the right
to monitor too closely the social
behavior of students This is
something we would expect from the
administration.
Congratulations are in order for the
MUN Club for their success at the
convention

at Senate retreats of recent years.
While a lot of work was accomplish-

R. Dexter Van Zile
ref
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Two Days Left To We
ONE ITEM
LARGE $7.19
Includes two free drinks

Late night
(after 7:30 pm)
Remember: 30 Minutes
or It's FREE!

Late Night

Small One
Item
$4.39
After 9:30 pm
Expires 5-18-86

Remember: 30 minutes

The leaders are:
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

$1.00 OFF
ANY
PIZZA
759-5711
jl.) Minutes
or It's FREE!

V\PIZZA

Your Dorm or Greek House still has
until May 2 to win 20 large pizzas
and $50 for the beverage of your choice!
12"
16"
PIZZA PIZZA
Cheese

$4.95

ADDITIONAL
TOPPINGS
$5.80
1
6.65
2
7.50
3
4
8.35
5
9.20

$7.20

$8.40
9.60
10.80
12.00
13.20

or it's FREE!
NO LARGER AMOUNT GIVEN
THAN $20.00 IN CHANGE.

Additional Toppings
Half & Half Same
As 1 Topping
Extra Thick Crust
Double Cheese
Anchovies
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Onions
Olives
Tomatoes
Green Pepper
Ham
Ground Beef
Sausage
Jalapeno
Pineapple
Cherries

759-5711
IN 30 MINUTES OR FREE!

Expires 5-18-86

Small 12"
One Item
$3.99
After 10 pm

Includes Two
Free Drinks
Expires 5-2-86
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